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Fully integrating LMR into
Unified Communications platforms
LMRconnectIT LMRrecordIT
LMRconnectIT incorporates the essential capabilities
of

continuous

recording,

live

monitoring

and

reporting delivering robust compliance and quality
assurance.

Bringing LMR into the UC Cloud
Cistera’s LMRConnectIT bridges frequencies across

Listening, recording and alerting
throughout your entire organization.
Cistera’s LMRconnectIT integrates your
land mobile radio (LMR) environment into
your Unified Communications platform

a wide spectrum. For example, it can bridge VHF
(very high frequency) and UHF (ultra-high frequency)
to become one large networked frequency. Cistera’s
LMRconnectIT

can

bridge

wide-area

networks

into a single channel offering the unique option
to converge a multiple 2-way radio system with a
Unified Communications platform providing a full
capture mechanism to support quality assurance
and compliance requirements.

Why is bridging so important?

74%
of Cistera clients
reported increased
efficiency within 12
months of installing
The Cistera Suite

Different public safety departments can merge radio networks and as needed, record any or all conversations. In
a crisis, various emergency first responder departments have the ability to communicate and unify action plans.
System administrators can rapidly bridge channels, in a few keystrokes, for an emergency then return them to
their original state afterwards.
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LMRrecordIT

Listening, recording and alerting
throughout your entire organization

LMRconnectIT LMRconnectIT

LMRconnectIT LMRrecordIT
LMRconnectIT
Complete radio interoperability, continuous recording, live monitoring and reporting

LMR UC integration across
the globe:

Bridging between IP, Analog, Mobile Phones and 2-Way Radios
Record multiple channels on a single hardware platform
Recordings easily downloadable for training and compliance

Federal, State and Local
Government

Permission-based access limits downloads of wav files by authorized users
Multiple Channel Bridging between agencies - on-site and remotely - 10 channels per group
System Administrators can bridge quickly between agencies then return to original

Defense Department

configuration in seconds
Bridge VHF (very high frequency) and UHF (ultra-high frequency) to become one large
networked frequency
Management controls ensure hard disk space is always available

First Responders, Police, Fire
and Hospital Campuses

Multi-cast recording and conferencing over local and wide area networks
Can be integrated directly into 911 emergency calls for real time security response

Colleges and High Schools

Call slice - share a snippet of call with other users
Tone insertion - add tones to signify call recording - required in certain jurisdictions
Manually or automatically tag calls based on pre-determined criteria

Energy Resources

All of the features of Cistera RecordIT
Easy integration into Cistera’s AlertIT - event alerting and notification solution
Manufacturing

Comprehensive reporting tools with Cistera AnalyzeIT

Stadiums & Events
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